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Abstract Using microfabrication techniques, it has become possibleto make mechanical
devices with dimensions in the micro and even in the nano scale domain. Allied to low tem-
perature techniques, these systems have opened a new path inphysics with the ultimate goal
of reachingthe quantum nature of a macroscopic mechanical degree of freedom1. Within
this field, materials research plays a significant role. It ranges from the fundamental na-
ture of the dissipation mechanisms at the lowest temperatures, to the non-linear behavior
of mechanical oscillators. We present experimental results on cantilever structures mimick-
ing the well known ”vibrating wire” technique, which present many advantages as far as the
mechanical studies are concerned: the measurement is phase-resolved, they can be magneto-
motive and electrostatically driven, and support extremely large displacements. Moreover,
these devices can be advantageously used to study quantum fluids, making the link with
conventional low temperature physics.

PACS numbers: 62.20.Dc, 62.40.+i, 81.40.Jj, 47.45.-n, 47.45.Ab

1 Introduction

Vibrating wires are a very common tool used in low temperature physics. A small piece of
(usually superconducting) wire is immersed in a (quantum) fluid. From the damping and
the frequency shift of the transverse resonance one can deduce the viscosity of the fluid2.
This technique is effectively used to measure the lowest temperatures ever achieveddirectly
inside superfluid3He3,4, and has been proposed to build ultra-sensitive low temperature
astro-particle detectors5. The low temperature mechanics of these wires (in vaccum) has
been extensively studied, especially with superconductingfilaments6.

It has been realized with the first 4 K measurements of the Grenoble group7 that Silicon
devices can replace advantageously this ”classical” technique. Indeed, Aluminum-coated
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Fig. 1 (Color online) Two typical NbTi-coated structures mimickingthe vibrating wire. Top: NEMS structure
200 nm thick, length 15µm. The electrode on the right enables a capacitive coupling tothe vibrating device.
The metal layer is roughly 60 nm thick. Bottom: MEMS structure 5µm thick, length 1.85 mm. The metal
layer is roughly 150 nm thick. On both SEM pictures, one can see the curvature induced by the internal
stress of the metallic layer created during the film growth11. This stress has an influence on the resonance
position12. The drive and detection are also depicted, see text.

”goal-post” shaped MEMS(1) were tested in the range 1 K - 30 K, and they displayed perfe-
clty suitable characteristics8. Their dynamical parameters can be very well determined and
fit to the 1D (linearand non-linear) oscillator.

Moreover, the ”vibrating wire like” geometry is perfectly well suited for low temperature
mechanics on its own8. The cantilever-based geometry enables to study fundamentals of
mechanics at the lowest temperatures, and can be efficientlyused especially to characterize
mechanical properties of metallic coatings. In Fig. 1 we present two of these structures:
one of the size of a conventianal vibrating wire (mm long,µm thick), and another one
roughly 100 times smaller (µm long, nm thick) in the NEMS(2) domain. The actuation and
detection scheme enables a phase resolved measurement (which is not the case of most
optical techniques9), and the deflections supported by these structures can be huge (while
they are limited for a doubly-clamped beam10).

2 Experimental details

The fabrication method of the MEMS device has been reported in8,7. It consists in a first
chemical etching (KOH) releasing a thin membrane in a Si3N4 protected Silicon chip. The
Nitride is then removed, and after a standard optical lithography we use Reactive Ion Etching
to pattern the goal-post shape on it.

The NEMS device is obtained from SOI wafers13. After an e-beam lithography, the
structure is patterned by means of Reactive Ion Etching. The200 nm oxyde is then removed
by a chemical vapour HF etching, releasing the device.

The excitation and detection scheme is the standard vibrating wire technique (see Fig.
1). A sinusoidal currentId cos(ωt) is driven in the structure which lies in a static magnetic
field B parallel to the chip surface. A magnetomotive forceId l B appears pulling the structure

1 MEMS: micro-electro-mechanical-systems.
2 NEMS: nano-electro-mechanical-systems.
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Fig. 2 (Color online) Linear resonance obtained for the transverse mode, at 4.2 K in vacuum. I and Q stand
for phase and quadrature components respectively. Left: NEMS response with a current of 0.4µA in a field
of 540 mT. Right: MEMS response with a current of 0.3µA in a field of 14 mT. The lines are Lorentzian fits.

out of the plane (l is the length of the pad). As the angular frequencyω is swept through
the mode resonanceω0 the structure starts to vibrate and an induced voltageV = l Bdx/dt
appears at its ends (withx the top end displacement). It is detected with a lock-in amplifier
giving acess to phase (I) and quadrature (Q). For the NEMS structure, a capacitor has been
added to the design, enabling a voltage driveVc.

Two typical resonance curves are shown in Fig. 2, in the superconducting state of the
NbTi coating. The phase and quadrature components of the lines are perfectly Lorentzian,
with a Q value of 4000 for the NEMS and 17000 for the MEMS respectively. While not
particularly large, these values are within the literature14,15. Note that Aluminum coated
vibrating wire MEMS8 can reachQ values of the order of 0.5106.

3 Results

Keeping the aspect ratios roughly constant, it is possible to compare directly the impact of
the size (µm to nm) on the mechanical parameters: the internal frictionmechanisms16,17, the
strength and elasticity of the metallic films deposited18, the non-linear characteristics of the
cantilevers and the superconducting-induced effects. In particular the damping mechanisms
limiting the Q factors at low and ultra-low temperatures deserve to be understood19,20. In
the present article, we shall discuss only a limited amount of points which we consider as
most relevant. The whole of the experiment shall be publishedelsewere.

On Fig. 3 we show the characteristic displacement-force curve of the NEMS device, in
the normal state. For the largest excitations, heating effects have been seen(3) and quantita-
tively measured (δT < 2 K for the 10 K data of Fig. 3). For our largest displacements,the
NEMS structure started to behave non-linearly. The dynamicrange explored is even wider
than for our MEMS structures, but results are similar (Fig. 5of ref.8).

The normal-state linear and non-linear behaviour of our MEMSstructures is fairly well
understood8. The non-linearity is ofgeometrical origin, leading to a frequency shift of the
order orδ f = +0.1 f0 x2/h2 (h is the length of the cantilever). Thus the non-linearity is
visible as soon as the shift is of the order of the linewidth∆ f , which leads to the simple

3 The line shifts and broadens, while keeping a Lorentz shape.
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Fig. 3 (Color online) Displacement versus force curve for the NEMS structure, measured in vacuum at 10 K
(normal state of the NbTi coating). The line is a fit enabling to”weigh” the device: we have typicallyk ≈

1.5 N/m (for the pair of cantilevers) andm ≈ 1.10−13 kg (for the vibrating mass). Note the dynamic range
explored by the device. For an equivalent MEMS device, see Fig. 5 of ref.8.

relation:
(x/h)2 = 10/Q

from which we obtain numbers in the 10µm - 20 µm range forx, that is of the order of
0.5 % to 1 % ofh. When the non-linearity appears, the shape of the resonancebecomes
triangular with a frequency pulled upwards. At some critical excitation, the response gets
bivalued21.
In Fig. 3 the displacement of the end part of the NEMS reaches about 4 % of its lengthh,
and indeed the line starts to become non-linear. However, the non-linearity isvery small and
has the opposite sign (it is pulled downwards), which deserves to be fully understood. In
particular, the non-linear coefficient extracted from direct line fits is strain-dependent, and
future experiments should clarify also its temperature dependence. It certainly is material-
dependent (i.e. the NbTi layer) and perhaps linked to the huge distortion of the structure.
Moreover, ameasured linear regime extending over 2 orders of magnitude is remarkable,
and illustrates also the sensitivity of the setup. Indeed, the linear dynamic range is a figure
of merit used in signal processing that can be applied to MEMS/NEMS in order to compare
and characterize them22.

On Fig. 4 we demonstrate the capacitive coupling to the device. To do so, we show our
ability to tune the resonant frequency with an applied DC voltageVc on the electrode. This
voltage adds up a restoring force which in turn produces a restoring spring∝ V 2

c .
On Fig. 5 we illustrate the effects of superconductivity on the mechanical parameters

(here, the frequency). Indeed, at low enough fields the frequency of the oscillator shifts up
quadratically23 with B. This effect had been reported already for our MEMS structure24

down to 1 mT. It is easily understood as the ’pure’ Meissner effect expelling the field lines
from the superconductor, or an ’effective’ Meissner effectobtained with strongly pinned
vortices in the metal. In both cases the field lines distorsiongives rise to an additional spring

constant (through the field lines energy gradient) leading to f =
√

f 2
0 +aB2. The data are

taken at low drives where the damping seems to be field and displacement independent. For
stronger fields and drives, the frequency dependence is morecomplex, with additional dissi-
pation occuring, certainly through vortex dynamics. The quadratic dependence factora has
been extracted and is plotted versus temperature in Fig. 5. It clearly reflects the supercon-
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Fig. 4 (Color online) Tuning of the frequency by means of the capacitive coupling. A static voltage is applied
Vc on the electrode while the resonance is swept with the standard technique. Data taken at 4.2 K (blue
squares) and 10 K (red circles, shifted on they axis), with low fields and small drives. The line is a quadratic
fit, giving a coupling of−0.35 Hz/V2.
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Fig. 5 (Color online) Quadratic factor extracted from the field induced frequency shift at small fields, as a
function of temperatureT . On the left: NEMS device. On the right: MEMS device. For boththe NbTiTc was
about 7.3 K. The line is a(Tc −T )0.5 guide (see text).

ducting transition with a power law dependance ofTc −T close toTc and a saturation at low
temperatures. A fine understanding of the effect should leadto a quantitative analysis giving
access, for instance, to the London penetration lengthλ (T ).

4 Conclusions

In this paper we presented new ”vibrating wire like” MEMS andNEMS devices for low tem-
perature studies. The mechanical resonance of these structures is obtained via the magneto-
motive technique, furnishing a phase-resolved signal. Thegeometry allows for very strong
displacements, and we can follow the vibration amplitude upto the non-linear regime of the
MEMS and NEMS cantilevers.
Moreover, this technique is a convenient tool to study mechanics (for instance elasticity) of
thin metallic films (both normal and superconducting), and could be used for viscometry in
quantum fluids down to the 100 nm scale.
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